
Recommend the City commission a R.O.M cost
estimate for the seismic upgrades and Interior
rehabilitation/exterior restoration for the YWCA.

Comply with Preservation Brief 14: new Additions
to Historic Building - Preservation Concerns.

The RFP should include both Parcel A and B to
off set the cost of the restoration of the YWCA
and have the control over both parcels for
compatibility.

Properly mothball the YWCA to stop the current
demolition by neglect.

The use should be compatible with the prior YWCA use - the
hotel fit because the Y was a boarding house for women
who were not allowed to stay in hotels unaccompanied. The
idea of recreation/athletic club/ incubator offices, also think a
ground floor cafe would fit.



Consider this to be outdoor area to be program
space for Civic functions - not "leftover" space.
Landscape plan to enhance areas with low water
planting

The setbacks proposed for Parcel A and Parcel
B should be the same.

While I think the Civic center has a life with many
events, the use of Euclid as a public gathering
spot would enhance. Would like to see planted/
fountain (?) medians at the approaches. Added
with removable bollards for events. Enhanced
paving at the current asphalt center, compadible
with the brick motif at the sidewalk.

The pedestrian experience could be improved
with a more generous landing for the front steps
of City Hall. I think the enhanced brick paving
and double row of oaks down Holly is a positive.
Both Union street and T. Marshall street need a
more generous sidewalk. T. Marshall is treated a
a "back door" with trash and fences along the
sidewalk.

How can you look at the City Hall, Hunt Library,
Hale Building & Civic Auditorium and not have 
civic pride? Parcel A and B basically should not
screw it up. The Stars are already here.
complementary and contextual are the important.

Andrea Rawlings


